Cessna Citation III--Must Sell!! Price Reduced!!

$650,000

Serial Number: 650-0125

Airframe:
Total Time 6737 hours
Landings 5881
I-IV Inspections Sept. 2007 / Greensboro Service Center
Phase V Inspection c/w January 2008 WESTAR.

Fresh Doc 8 and Doc 11 inspections

Engines: TFE731-3C-100S
Both Engines 380 hrs Since MPI
Just off MSP Gold. Great candidate to go back on if desired

Additional highlights/options:
- PATS Push Button APU
- Dual 40 AMP Hour Ni-Cad Batteries
- Cabin Chime w/Fasten Seat Belt & No Smoking Signs
- Tail Flood Lights
- Emergency Locator Transmitter
- Thrust Reversers
- 76 cu.ft. Oxygen System
- EROS Oxygen Masks
- Engine Fan/Turbine Sync w/Digital Fan/Turbine Gauges
- Jet Standby Horizion
- Wulfsburg Flitesone VI

Avionics:
- RVSM-Equipped - Honeywell SPZ-650
- TAWS-Landmark 8000 - Fairchild GA-100 CVR
- Dual Honeywell GNS-XLS FMS - King KHF-950
- Dual Collins VHF 22A?s - FG-5000 EFB
- Dual Collins ADF 462?s
- Dual Collins TDR 90?s
- Collins ALT-558 Radio Altimeter
- Honeywell EDZ-600 EFIS
- Honeywell Primus 800 Radar
- RGC 350 Graphics On Radar
- ARGUS 5000 Color Moving Map
- Dual Collins VIR 32?s
- Dual Collins DME 42?s
- Dual Collins RMI-30?s
- Allied Signal CAS 66A TCAS I

All specifications subject to verification.